Vertical fragmentation and access path selection are interdependent techniques in physical database design used to enhance performance in database systems. While vertical fragmentation in relational databases deals with assignment of attributes to physical files, access path selection deals with searching efficiently the physical location of data records. Vertical fragmentation is a combinatorial optimization problem that is NP-hard in most cases. We propose a genetic algorithm approach for the vertical fragmentation problem while addressing access path selection. The effectiveness and efficiency of the genetic algorithm are illustrated through several database design problems, ranging from 10 attributes/5 transactions to 30 attributes/18 transactions. In most cases, our design solutions match the global optimum solutions obtained from an exhaustive enumeration. Compared to unpartitioned databases, our design solution results in substantial savings (up to 80%) in the number of disk accesses.
INTRODUCTION
An important objective of physical database design is to minimize the processing time of user requests in accessing secondary storage. When the size of a relation is large, partitioning the relation into fragments may reduce access time. Data fragmentation is a design process in which a logical relation is partitioned so that most transactions access a subset of the fragments, and hence, performance of the database is enhanced. Three possible types have been identified [1] : (i) vertical fragmentation, dealing with the assignment of attributes to multiple fragments, (ii) horizontal fragmentation, partitioning tuples of records that satisfy a given condition on attribute values, and (iii) mixed fragmentation, combining both vertical and horizontal fragmentations.
Data fragmentation has been applied to central databases, distributed databases multiprocessor parallel databases and parallel disk I/O subsystems [2, 3, 4, 5] . For example, in a distributed database system, the relations are partitioned horizontally and/or vertically, and are then allocated to the network sites supporting the database. Data fragmentation and allocation have also been applied in a multiprocessor parallel database system where the system has a sharednothing architecture, in which processors in a parallel processing machine communicate with one another only by sending messages via a network [4, 6] . In a parallel I/O subsystem, fragments are assigned to multiple disks in order to improve the disk I/O performance of the database. Even with improved disk performance, disk I/O remains a bottleneck in many database environments [5] .
This paper is concerned with vertical fragmentation in centralized relational databases, although the solution technique can be applied to other types of database environments. In the remainder of this section, the issues related to vertical fragmentation are described in detail and a brief description of previous research is presented.
Access path selection
Access path selection is an important technique for improving database performance. An access path is a mechanism which enables one to search efficiently for the physical locations of data records. There are two parts for accessing path selection: (i) determination of physical order of records and indexes, and (ii) determination of how to satisfy a particular query/update. Vertical fragmentation and access path selection are interdependent [2] . When a transaction is executed, pre-specifying its access path is not entirely feasible prior to partitioning a relation because the selection of access paths depends on the size of a fragment [7] . In general, a sequential scan tends to be more cost effective than an index scan when a fragment is smaller (with fewer data pages).
Most previous research, however, has ignored this interdependency issue. For example, March and Carlis [8] select the access path for the unpartitioned relation prior to applying their partitioning algorithm, rather than determining the access path for the fragment. De et al. [9] establish a simple set of rules for selecting access paths, and cost models for access paths are developed based on the proposed rules. Cornell and Yu [10] propose a linear integer programming method and formulate the objective cost function where the access path is prespecified. Chu and Ieong [11] assume cost functions for various access paths that are concave downward to support their optimization algorithm, and the access path for each transaction is selected arbitrarily. Recognizing the interdependency between vertical fragmentation and access path selection, we solve the combined problem giving the best fragmentation and access path selection simultaneously.
This paper proposes a genetic algorithm approach to the vertical fragmentation problem while addressing access path selection. It is important to notice the difference between access path design and access path selection. Access path design refers to the determination of a set of associated access paths (primary and secondary access paths) for record instances. Each file has exactly one primary access path (e.g. indexing or hashing) that dictates physical record locations, and a number of secondary access paths (e.g. a list or inverted file) used to retrieve subsets of records that have been stored. Access path selection refers to the selection of an appropriate (best) access path from a set of available access paths for transactions, either for one table or for the joining of tables. In this paper, we assume that a fragment is stored as an ordered set of contiguous records based on a primary key (primary access path) and the selection of the attributes on which to index (secondary access paths) is determined exogenously. Thus, while the access path design is established prior to running a partitioning algorithm, access path selection and partitioning are determined simultaneously.
Transaction-based vertical fragmentation
Mathematical clustering, heuristic techniques and mathematical programming for vertical fragmentation are surveyed by March [2] . Graphical approaches to vertical fragmentation have also been proposed [12, 13] . Most of these previous techniques treat the attribute as the basic manipulation unit. As a result, when the number of attributes is large (a condition favoring vertical fragmentation), the methods employed in previous studies become computationally intractable [7] .
Transaction-based approaches to the vertical fragmentation problem have also been proposed, based on the fact that transactions have more semantic meanings than attributes. In the studies by Chu [7] and Chu and Ieong [11] , the transaction, instead of the attribute, is treated as the basic manipulation unit. The number of attributes is no longer an important factor for the development of solutions. The basic idea in these studies is that attributes in a relation are partitioned by considering one transaction at a time. A partitioning search space is expanded by extracting the next transaction from a transaction pool until all transactions are considered. Chu [7] adopts a regression analysis approach in which the best access path for each transaction is identified during the execution of algorithm, rather than by pre-specifying the access path. On the other hand, Chu and Ieong [11] propose an optimal binary partitioning algorithm based on a branch-and-bound approach. In applying a transaction-based approach to vertical fragmentation, only a selected set of important transactions may be used. In that sense, two approaches are possible: (i) the use of a subset of transactions that account for a significant portion of the total database usage [11] , or (ii) the use of a set of transaction types with transactions categorized into several major types [9] .
Vertical fragmentation is a combinatorial optimization problem that is NP-hard in most cases, and thus we apply a heuristic solution method. Specifically, we use a genetic algorithm. When the number of transactions is large, the algorithms proposed by Chu [7] and Chu and Ieong [11] become intractable. Our genetic algorithm can deal with a large number of attributes and transactions and find solutions in a reasonable computational time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the cost model developed for the vertical fragmentation problem. In Section 3 genetic algorithms are briefly reviewed. In Section 4 we present a genetic algorithm to solve the vertical fragmentation problem. In Section 5 we illustrate the genetic algorithm procedure using a simple example. The results of experiments are discussed in Section 6, followed by conclusions in Section 7.
COST MODEL
The objective of vertical fragmentation is to minimize the total transaction execution cost by partitioning a relation into two or more fragments. To calculate the total cost for the fragmentation scheme, the number of disk accesses required to execute each transaction is determined first. To determine the number of disk accesses for each transaction, the alternative access path designs for each fragment are considered. The access path selection is done by evaluating the costs (the number of disk accesses) estimated for all available access paths and selecting the one with the minimum cost. In this paper, we consider three access paths: sequential scan, clustered index scan and unclustered index scan, as used in [7, 9, 10, 11] .
User transactions are limited to retrievals, including unary operations such as selections and projections from a single relation, and binary operations such as a join. There are several methods of join processing such as nestedblock (nested loop), sort-merge, hash and hybrid hash join algorithms. We assume that a join is processed using a nested loop operation. The vertical fragmentation algorithm needs information on the expected number of scans of a relation by each transaction type. If the number of scans per run is more than one it implies that the relation is the inner relation of the inner-outer loop join: otherwise it is the outer relation. If the number of scans per join operation is one, then there is no difference in scanning through a relation once, either as a simple selection or as a join [10] . In this paper we ignore the transaction type as we define the frequency as the product of the actual Attributes of a relation are classified into three categories: clustering (primary key), unclustering (secondary key) and non-key. We assume that a fragment is stored as an ordered set of contiguous tuples (records) based on the primary key, indexed by a B+ tree. The selection of the unclustering attributes to be inverted is determined prior to vertical fragmentation. We define a restrict attribute as any attribute appearing in the selection formula (or predicate) of an SQL statement, and a scan attribute as the one chosen to scan the relation. If there is one restrict attribute, it is the same as the scan attribute; if there are multiple restrict attributes, then the scan attribute is selected from the restrict attributes based on the least selectivity. The selectivity of each restrict (or scan) attribute is defined as the ratio of the number of tuples satisfying its selection predicate and the total number of tuples of the relation. We assume that the selection formula consists of only conjunctive predicates since any disjunctive predicates can be converted into conjunctive ones before processing a transaction [3] . In summary, a selected set of important transactions against a relation is given, and the following details are known: (i) the frequency of the transaction per unit time, (ii) the attributes accessed by the transaction, and (iii) the selectivity of each restrict attribute.
We assume in this research that the database designer has information about attribute selectivities that are used for computing database transaction costs.
Although there are several methods available for computing the attribute selectivities [14] , it is quite hard to estimate these selectivities accurately [15] . Estimation involves assumptions about distributions of attribute values and overhead for maintaining frequency tables or indexes. Two types of estimation methods are used: parametric and non-parametric. In the parametric method, the parameters (such as the mean and standard deviation) can be estimated by scanning the table just once; these can be updated dynamically as the values changes. Non-parametric methods are most commonly used by the database community. These involve maintaining three types of tables: equal width (intervals are of equal range), equal height (frequencies are equal) and variable height (distribution within interval is uniform). These frequency tables can be created either by scanning the entire table or by using random sampling of tuples. Selectivities of attributes can also be estimated by accessing the index tree (if one is available for the attribute). The deeper you traverse the tree, the more accurately the selectivity can be estimated, but at a higher processing cost.
We assume that the vertical fragmentation is designed for each single relation independently of other relations in the database. Furthermore, we assume that the attributes in the partitioned fragments are not allowed to overlap. After a relation is partitioned, each fragment has a record corresponding to each tuple of the original relation, and thus the cardinalities of the original relation and each fragment are the same. The tuples in different fragments can be identified by replicating the primary key in all fragments or by using tuple identifiers (TIDs). Thus the original tuple can be reconstructed using the TIDs of all the fragments. We use the TID method rather than the primary key because it occupies less space.
Cost model
The number of disk accesses for a transaction is equal to the number of disk accesses per execution multiplied by the execution frequency. The number of disk accesses per execution for a transaction depends on the access path used. For an index scan, the average number of disk accesses incurred by a transaction depends on the average fraction of tuples satisfying the predicate of the indexed attribute. If the indexed attribute is the clustering attribute, it is called a clustered index scan. Otherwise, it is an unclustered index scan. A sequential scan retrieves all pages of a relation. Since retrieval is sequential, several pages of the relation can be prefetched by a single disk access, as in IBM DB2 [16] . Our cost model formulations are drawn with minor revisions from previous works [10, 11] .
When the relation is partitioned into two fragments, it is possible that the restrict attributes are in both fragments. In that case, either one of the fragments can be processed first. We refer to the fragment containing the scan attribute that is accessed first as the primary fragment for that transaction, otherwise it is called the secondary fragment. The number of disk accesses is expressed as a sum of two components:
(i) the number of disk accesses required to retrieve tuples from the primary fragment; (ii) the number of disk accesses required to retrieve the remainder of the original tuples from the secondary fragments as necessary.
When a transaction must access both fragments, the number of disk accesses required by the two processing methods is computed, setting one of fragments as the primary fragment in turn. The processing method with the minimum disk accesses is chosen for the selection of the access path and for cost computation.
Primary fragment access cost
Let T 1 be the number of disk accesses required to scan the primary fragment, and attribute A S to be the scan attribute of a transaction. We consider three cases: (i) A S is an indexed clustering attribute, (ii) A S is an indexed unclustering attribute, and (iii) A S is neither.
Clustered index scan
We assume that there is enough main memory to hold all clustering index pages. The number of disk accesses is estimated as
where S A S is the selectivity of scan attribute A S , C R is the cardinality of the relation R, P is the page block size and L P S.-K. SONG AND N. GORLA is the tuple size of the primary fragment in bytes, including the tuple identifier (L I D ).
In the above formula, S A S C R is the number of tuples satisfying the selection predicate on the scan attribute.
Unclustered index scan
The number of disk accesses for the unclustered index scan is estimated as
where M is the number of pages in the primary fragment, K is the number of tuples satisfying the selection predicate on the scan attribute, S A S is the selectivity of the scan attribute, and N I is the number of pages in the scan index. Note that for the unclustered index scan, we adopt the formula developed by Cardenas [17] . Chu and Ieong [11] simplify the formula to be a linear function. On the other hand, the formula used in this paper is a good approximation when K C R and M C R [18] , and when K becomes large, a sequential scan is selected instead of an unclustered index scan.
When there is more than one restrict attribute in the primary fragment, the scan attribute (A S ) selected for the unclustered index scan is the one that has the minimum selectivity among those restrict attributes indexed already (other than the clustering attribute). Thus, the selectivity S A S in our equations is that of the scan attribute selected. Since we assume that the selection formula consists of conjunctive predicates, all tuples satisfying the selection predicate can be identified by scanning a fragment using the indexed attribute with the minimum selectivity. Note, however, that the actual number of tuples satisfying the conjunctive predicate is based on the overall selectivity of multiple restrict attributes.
Sequential scan
The number of disk accesses for the sequential scan is estimated as
where B is the prefetch blocking factor In summary, the access path selection for the primary fragment is computed by evaluating all three possible access paths, then choosing the least cost paths. That is,
If one of the costs is not defined, then that T 1 is infinite. If no selection attribute is the clustering attribute then T 1C will not be considered.
Secondary fragment access cost
If attributes not in the primary fragment are required, additional disk accesses are needed to retrieve tuples in the secondary fragment. We consider three cases depending on what kind of access path is used to scan the primary fragment.
Let T 2 be the number of disk accesses required to scan the secondary fragment. Assume that there are g restrict attributes A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A g . Define S A i as the selectivity of the selection predicate on attribute A i . If A i is in the primary fragment S A i then takes the value S A i ; otherwise it is 1. Assuming the attribute values are uncorrelated or independent, the overall selectivity of the multiple restrict attributes is the product of the individual selectivity of each restrict attribute. The number of tuples selected from the primary fragment is
Sequential scan
If a sequential scan is used to scan the primary fragment, then the secondary fragment can be accessed either by a sequential scan or through a tuple identifier. When a tuple identifier is used for the secondary fragment, it is identical to using an unclustering index. The number of disk accesses is estimated as
where L S is the tuple size of the secondary fragment in bytes, including the tuple identifier. If a sequential scan is used for the secondary fragment, then the number of disk accesses is
The number of disk accesses for the secondary fragment is
Unclustered index scan
If an unclustered index scan is used to access the primary fragment, the secondary fragment can be accessed using either tuple identifiers or a sequential scan; thus, the cost formulae are the same as the above for a sequential scan.
Clustered index scan
If a clustered index scan is used for the primary fragment, the secondary fragment can be either accessed through tuple identifiers identified using the clustered index in the primary fragment or sequential scan, depending upon which incurs fewer disk accesses. If tuple identifiers are used to access the secondary fragment, it would be similar to a clustered index scan on the primary fragment, so that
Thus, for the case of a clustered index scan on the primary fragment, the disk accesses to the secondary fragment can be estimated as 
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
We implement the cost formulae mentioned in the previous Section into a genetic algorithm. This section gives a brief description of genetic algorithms in general, and the subsequent section provides an application of a GA for solving the vertical fragmentation problem.
Recently, GAs have attracted a great deal of attention. GAs differ from other search techniques by their use of concepts taken from natural genetics and evolution theory [19] . GAs have been used as optimization tools and have yielded good results in various optimization problems [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . Figure 1 shows a general sketch of a genetic algorithm procedure [25] . The genetic algorithm starts with an initial population P (0) that is usually chosen at random. Each member in a population represents a candidate solution to the problem at hand and is commonly called a chromosome. In a simple genetic algorithm [20] , the chromosome is encoded in a binary string. Each solution (chromosome) is evaluated to yield a performance measure called fitness.
The population evolves from generation (t) to generation (t+1) through the application of three major types of genetic operators: selection, crossover, and mutation. During a selection operation members of the population (parents) are selected in pairs to produce new possible solutions (offspring). Parents are selected according to their fitnesses: the fitter a member of the population, the more likely it is to produce offspring.
The crossover operator is used to result in offspring that inherit properties from both parents. An example crossover operator for two binary strings (parents) is to cut randomly between any two bits on the string, and the new strings are then created by interchanging the tails. A crossover after bit 3 for the parent strings 010 0111001 and 100 1000010 yields the offspring 010 1000010 and 100 0111001.
The offspring are evaluated according to the evaluation function and placed in the next population, possibly replacing weaker members of the last generation. The crossover operator is applied with a certain probability, called the crossover rate. For example, if the crossover rate is 0.9, then crossover is performed for 90% of the population.
The mutation operator is used to allow further variation in the offspring. For example, in the case of binary strings, the mutation operator simply changes the state of a bit. The strength of mutation may be compared with numerical optimization techniques such as gradient methods. They are only good at exploitation by using local gradient calculations to move to a better solution; that is, they are easily trapped in local optima or by constraints in a region of the search space [26] . Unlike typical optimization techniques, mutation provides an exploration of the search space; that is, mutation is capable of escaping from a local search region. Like the crossover operator, the mutation operator is also applied with a certain probability, called the mutation rate. Note that mutation should be used rarely since it perturbs (makes major changes to) solutions (chromosomes), which are obtained from the previous generations (mutation sometimes changes a good solution to a bad solution).
In the context of vertical fragmentation, the crossover has the effect of switching the beginning attributes of each partition of the first solution with the ending attributes of each partition of the second solution, and vice versa. The mutation operator has the effect of switching one attribute either from the first partition to the second partition or vice versa.
This process of selection-crossover-mutation is repeated to form the next generation. Goldberg gives details concerning genetic algorithms and their operators [20] . In summary, any genetic algorithm must have the following five components. In the following sections, we introduce a solution technique based on a genetic algorithm for vertical fragmentation in conjunction with an access path selection algorithm, and show its effectiveness in solving the vertical fragmentation problem.
GENETIC ALGORITHM PROCEDURE FOR VERTICAL FRAGMENTATION
We present an algorithm for vertical fragmentation in terms of the five components of the GA described previously.
Representation
A binary string is used as the genetic representation of a fragmentation. As an example, suppose a relation to be partitioned consists of ten attributes. A binary string (solution or chromosome) representing a binary fragmentation scheme is 1110001010. This solution specifies that attributes 1, 2, 3, 7 and 9 constitute one fragment, while attributes 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 constitute the other fragment. 
Initialization
In a simple genetic algorithm the initial population is generated by creating random binary strings. However, with only randomly generated binary strings the performance of the GA is poor. The attribute access pattern is defined as a binary string, with 1 representing the fact that an attribute is required by a transaction and 0 representing the fact that an attribute is not required by a transaction. For example, if a transaction accesses say attributes 1, 3, 4, 6 of 10 attributes, then 1011010000 is one access pattern. The fitnesses of randomly generated binary strings are almost always worse than binary strings that are based on the 'attribute access pattern'. The revised initialization is as follows:
(i) The initial population is filled with the binary strings representing the attribute access patterns of all transactions. (ii) For the remainder of the population, the binary strings are generated randomly using a probability that is calculated based on the number of attributes accessed by the transactions above; i.e., if P i is the probability that attribute i is needed (based on transaction access patterns), then the remainder of strings are generated with the probability of P i to generate 1s.
Evaluation
The total cost of a binary fragmentation scheme is the sum of disk accesses incurred by each transaction. The fitness (evaluation function) of a chromosome is defined as the reciprocal of the total cost because the fitness used in the GA procedure is to be maximized, and the total cost is thus minimized. We revise the total cost calculation for the following reasons. In vertical fragmentation, even though two or more fragmentation schemes have the same number of disk accesses, it is possible that the number of transactions accessing a single fragment could be different. Two fragmentation schemes are compared, as shown in Table 1 , from the example given in Section 5.
In Table 1 , the first fragmentation scheme (1000100010) has two transactions accessing a single fragment, whereas the second scheme (0101000000) has only one transaction. The first fragmentation scheme is considered better than the second, even though they have the same number of disk accesses. This is due to the fact that access to multiple fragments incurs overhead costs not present when accessing a single fragment [2] . This overhead is due to the additional CPU time involved in accessing and concatenating the fragments and the additional seek time involved. Therefore, if a transaction accesses two fragments, a penalty W is then added to the access cost. Previous research estimates the CPU time in processing joins to be 10-20% of join costs [27] . Thus, the revised cost is:
(i) the original cost if a transaction accesses a single fragment, and (ii) the original cost ×W if a transaction accesses two fragments. W is set to 1.1.
In Table 1 , the number of disk accesses for each transaction does not include the penalty W . For example, the revised number of disk accesses for transaction 5 for the second fragment is 104.5 (obtained by 95 + 10%), while it is 97 for the first fragment. The revised total number of disk accesses for all the transactions together for the first fragmentation scheme is 14001 (obtained by 13610 + 10% of disk accesses for transactions 1, 2 and 4); similarly, the revised disk accesses for the second scheme is 14486 (obtained by 13610 + 10% of disk accesses for transactions 1, 2, 4 and 5). The penalty is incorporated into our GA procedure. Thus, in general, the binary strings with more transactions accessing two or more fragments are less likely to be selected for the next generation.
Genetic operators and parameter setting
For the GA selection operation, a technique termed 'stochastic remainder selection without replacement' [20] is used. The basic concept is that binary strings (fragments) with higher than average fitness generate more than one offspring at the next generation. The technique works as follows.
(i) The fitness is normalized with the average value of the fitness. The normalized fitness of an individual binary string is equal to the fitness of that binary string divided by the average value of the fitness of all binary strings in the population. (ii) The binary strings with above average fitness have, on average, more than one offspring, while those with below average fitness have less than one offspring. Technically, the binary strings receive a number of offspring at least equal to the integer part of their normalized fitness. (iii) Once the offspring have been generated, the remainder of the new population is then filled by choosing another offspring for each of the binary strings, with probability equal to the fractional part of the normalized fitness, until the total number of offspring equals the population size.
The GA keeps track of the binary string with maximum fitness in the population. If that string is not in the new population, it is put into the new population by removing the string with minimum fitness. This is known as elitism in the literature [26] . By employing elitism, the GA always finds a better solution than the one in the previous generation unless all solutions in the new generation are worse than the best one from the previous generation. Elitism assures that the best solution in population t is never worse than the best solution in population in t − 1.
We use the results identified by Schaffer et al. for population size (30), crossover rate (0.95) and mutation rate (0.005) that tend to produce good GA performance [27] . The intuitive meaning of crossover equal to 0.95 is that crossover is performed for 95% of the population. For example, if the population size is 100, 95 chromosomes (possible solutions) are changed to produce new solutions due to crossover. Mutation operates similarly. As the rate indicates, crossover is the major operator for genetic algorithms; mutation is applied rarely. The genetic algorithm stops when it reaches the maximum number of generations or when there is no more improvement in the best solution for 20 consecutive generations.
Iteration of the genetic algorithm procedure
The genetic algorithm procedure is applied to produce two distinct fragments in the first iteration. Then the GA is applied recursively to each of the fragments until no further fragmentation is indicated. At each iteration, the fragments produced by the procedures are considered as two distinct objects, and the GA procedure is applied to further partition each of them. This generates two distinct subproblems. In each subproblem the transaction sets used for the input are only those that have some intersection with the considered fragment, while all other transactions are discarded. The process terminates when any further partitioning gives no reduction of disk accesses in comparison with the unpartitioned case.
EXAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE GA
In this section, we illustrate the genetic algorithm procedure using a simple example. The input to the GA is a transaction profile, which includes the information regarding the transactions accessing a relation, the relation itself, and its attributes. Table 2 shows one such transaction profile, assuming there are five transactions accessing a relation with ten attributes. The second column represents the frequency of each transaction. In the third column, a 1 indicates attributes required by a transaction, including projection and selection attributes. The restrict attributes and their selectivities are presented in the last two columns. The length of each attribute in bytes is presented in the last row. In this example, the length of the tuple identifier is 4 bytes. The prefetch blocking factor of 10 is assumed for sequential scan and the page size is assumed to be 4 kbytes. The number of index pages for each unclustered index is assumed to be 10. Indexes are available on attributes 1, 2, 3 and 6; attribute 1 is the clustering attribute. The cardinality of the relation is 100,000. For the genetic algorithm, the population size is set at 10, and other genetic parameters are set as previously explained. Table 3 summarizes the parameters used for the example.
Initial population
The initial population is first filled with the attribute access patterns of all transactions in the transaction profile, and then the remainder of the population is filled with randomly generated binary strings using the probability 0.42 (21 attributes accessed in the 5 transactions, out of 5 × 10 possible). Table 4 shows the initial population with the total cost and fitness of each string (solution). Note that the solutions 1-5 are the same as the attribute access patterns of transactions 1-5. Solution 5 turns out to be the best solution in the initial population.
Evaluation
Solution 5 of the initial population partitions the relation into two fragments: [1, 5, 8, 9, 10] and [2, 3, 4, 6, 7] . The costs (number of disk accesses) and access path selections for each transaction are summarized in Table 5 . The 'Total' column represents total disk accesses required for each transaction. In the case where both fragments are accessed by a transaction, the 10% penalty is added. Detailed cost calculations, the procedure to determine the processing order, and optimal access path determination for transactions 1 and 2 are described in the Appendix.
Crossover and mutation
Crossover mates two solutions from the initial population. Offspring are created by cutting the parents at the random site in the solution strings and connecting the parts of strings. For example, suppose solutions 5 and 6 are selected to mate 0111011000 and 0001100000 respectively. With a crossover site at 6 these become 0111010000 (solution 5: new offspring), and 0001101000 (solution 6: new offspring).
Mutation simply changes a bit at a certain position. For example, if the 9th bit is selected for solution 5 (new offspring), then solution 5 is changed to 0111010010 (solution 5: new offspring due to mutation). Since solution 5 is the best solution (chromosome) in the initial population, according to elitism, it is put into the next population and the worst solution is removed. Table 6 shows the final population with the total cost and fitness of each solution. The GA obtained the best solution (6) at the 4th generation and it is also optimal, as established by exhaustive enumeration.
Final population

EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate the genetic algorithm using two example problems, one given by Cornell and Yu [10] and originally used in Navathe et al. [28] , and the other given by March [2] . We also compare results to the optimal solutions determined using exhaustive enumeration. 
Case 1
In the problem used by Cornell and Yu [10] , the frequency, the restrict and scan attributes and their selectivities are not specified as they are not required by their algorithm. Therefore, each transaction is given a frequency of 1. We also assume that there is only one restrict attribute for each transaction; thus, it is the scan attribute. It is assumed that attribute 1 is the clustering attribute; other restrict attributes have unclustered indices. It is assumed that the length of the tuple identifier is 4 bytes. The size of index page for the unclustered index scan is assumed to be 10. The cardinality of the relation is 10,000. The prefetch blocking factor of 10 is assumed for the sequential scan. Other details for Case 1 are given in Table 7 . The GA found the solution as follows: The number of disk accesses is reduced by 15% compared to the results of Cornell and Yu [10] , and by 30% compared to the unpartitioned relation. Table 8 summarizes the results. In Table 9 , the results from the GA are compared with those of the unpartitioned relation in terms of the number of disk accesses and the access path selected for each transaction. Columns 2 and 3 of Table 9 contain the type of access path selected (C: clustered index scan. U: unclustered index scan, S: sequential scan, TID by C: TID by clustering index) and the number in the parentheses denotes the number of disk accesses for scanning the individual fragment. Note that in the case of transaction 8, the access path selected for the relation is the unclustered index scan for the unpartitioned case, but it is changed to the sequential scan after fragmentation.
On the second iteration, the genetic algorithm suggested repartitioning fragment 1 into [1, 5] and [2, 7, 8] , and fragment 2 into [3, 4, 9] and [6, 10] . As a result, the number of disk accesses was decreased to 59. The solutions found by the GA are optimal as they are determined by exhaustive enumeration.
Case 2
This case, from March [2] , is a larger problem than Case 1 (30 attributes and 18 transactions). Characteristics of the attributes and the transactions appear in Table 10 . In the selectivity column, 'I' refers to individual record retrieval. The cardinality of the relation is 30,000. It is assumed that the prefetch blocking factor is 1.0.
The number of disk accesses as a function of the number of generations is presented in Figure 2 . The GA is stopped at generation 52 since there is no improvement of the best solution for 20 consecutive generations. As shown in the figure, as the number of generations increases, the number of disk accesses reduces significantly (from 3,740,669 to 1,506,034), which is a 60% reduction compared to an unpartitioned relation. The attributes are partitioned into two fragments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and [7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . When the GA algorithm is reapplied to these partitions, no further reduction in disk accesses results so no further partitioning is done.
Comparison with exhaustive enumeration
To test the genetic algorithm, we solved a series of 18 problems (six problems each with 10, 15 and 20 attributes) using a set of 10 to 15 transactions with various frequencies, multiple restrict attributes and selectivities. The results were compared to the optimal solutions determined using exhaustive enumeration. The genetic algorithm found the optimal solution for all 18 problems. In Table 11 , the results from the GA are compared with those of the unpartitioned relation in terms of the number of disk accesses and the percentage of reduction. Also note that the percentage of reduction is increased when the number of attributes is large.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Vertical fragmentation and access path selection are two interdependent physical database design techniques that are used to improve the efficiency of database operations. In previous research this interdependency was not considered. This paper presents a genetic algorithm approach to solve the combined problems of vertical fragmentation and access path selection. The results show that the partitioned fragments reduced the number of disk accesses by up to 80% compared to those of unpartitioned relations. For small problems (up to 20 attributes and 15 transactions), the genetic algorithm found the optimal solution. Since our algorithm uses a transaction-based approach, the run time is not a function of the number of attributes; rather it is a function of the number of transactions. Even so, as the number of transactions is increased, the run time of the GA does not increase as much as for the algorithm developed by Chu and Ieong [11] . In the case of binary fragmentation, the complexity of their algorithm is O(2 n ), where n is the number of transactions, whereas the complexity of the GA is O(kn), where k is the product of the population size and the number of generations, but k depends on the number of generations. The number of generations is hard to predict since we do not know in advance when the GA will reach its stopping conditions. The advantages of using a genetic algorithm are that any nonlinear cost expression, not limited to access path selection only, can be used for a specific computing environment, including hardware characteristics. The approach employed in this paper can be extended to a more comprehensive cost structure, such as actual hardware operating differences for a sequential scan and a direct (indexed) access. As pointed out by March [2] and Gorla and Boe [29] , in a computer system where there is no contention for secondary storage devices (disks), the cost per one disk access for a sequential scan is typically less than that for a direct access. Instead of using the number of disk accesses as a performance measure, using disk access times may provide a better evaluation of solutions.
